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Fire emblem heroes resplendent julia

From Fire Emblem Heroes Wiki You can search:Julia: Crusade for LightJulia: Heart Usurped General Quotes Misc Heroic Ordeal All stats have a certain variation. Stat growth page explains how the variation works. Level 1
statsRarityHPAtkSpdDefResTotal113/14/156/7/84/5/61/2/35/6/734213/14/157/8/94/5/61/2/36/7/836314/15/167/8/95/6/72/3/46/7/839414/15/168/9/105/6/72/3/47/8/941515/16/178/9/106/7/83/4/57/8/944Level 40
statsRarityHPAtkSpdDefResTotal127/30/3324/26/2917/19/229/11/1421/24/26109~111228/31/3426/29/3218/20/239/12/1523/26/29118~119331/34/3728/31/3420/23/2611/14/1725/28/31130432/35/3830/33/3621/24/2712/15/1827/30/33137534/38/4132/35/3823/26/3013/17/2029/32/35147~149Growth RatesThis set of values, after being
multiplied by a rarity factor, determines how much each stat will increase from level 1 to level 40, see stat growth. RarityHPAtkSpdDefResTotal350%60%45%30%55%240%Stats between 1 and 40Stvalues between level 1 and 40, see this page. Skills[edit | edit source] Weapons[edit | edit source]
NameMightRangeDescriptionSPDefaultUnlockWind42-5011Elwind62-10032Rexcalibur92-20043Naga142Sad efficiency against dragon enemies. When the enemy initiates the fight, grants Def /Res + 2 during combat.40055Naga can develop divine naga.Naga can upgrade the Weapon refinery. Once upgraded, the description of Naga
becomes effective against dragon enemies. When the enemy initiates the fight, def/Res+4 gives during the fight.. Naga can be upgraded with an additional effect in the fight against the dragon enemy, disables enemy skills that calculate damage using lower enemy Def or Res and the unit can counterattack regardless of enemy range..
Assists[edit | edit source] This unit does not have any auxiliary skills. NameCooldownDescriptionSPDefaultUnlockDragon Gaze4Boosts damage 30% unit Atk.10043Dragon Fang4Boosts damage 50% unit atk.200-4 Naga's Blood Julia 'Line When I Was A Child, the book my mother read to me contained stories from various emerging
worlds. I don't know if I'm going to get close to the people of Nifl... Julia, heir to naga's holy book, appears in her wonderful new clothes from Nifl, the Ice Kingdom. This new look features a gold circlet that complements her gorgeous, silver hair. It's perfect for the winter look of her snowflake-embellished dress! This is the top rated page for
hero Julia - Naga's Blood from the game Fire Emblem Heroes (FEH). Read on to learn the best IVs (individual values), best builds (Inherit Skill), gun refining, stats at Lv 40, and more from Julia. Heroes of the Same Name Julia Legendary Julia Fallen Julia Focus - Weekly Revival 6 Featured Heroes Lucina [7.5/10] Brave Lucina [9.0/10]
Julia [8.5/10] Color / Weapon Type / Move Type Green / Green Tome / Infantry Rarity 5 Star What kind of character are they? The weapon is effective against dragons with a very powerful effect Through Weapon Refinery Very High Atk and Res Stats Skill Name may range effect Naga 14 2 Effective against dragons. Grants Def/Res +2 If
this item is attacked. Dragon Fang - Cooldown = 4 increases atk by 50%. Resistance +3 - Grants Res +3. Breath of Life 3 - When the unit initiates the fight, 7 HP will be restored to adjacent allies after the fight. The excellent outfit was released to mourn Julia. With their resplendent attire provided, they have a different look, have new voice
clips, and in addition to getting +2 for all stats. If you really like Julia or want to make them stronger, you might want to buy an FEH pass and get Resplendent Clothing. Nimekiri Resplendent Heroes HP Atk Spd Def Res Kokku Resplendent Base StatsWith Oskused 45 56 32 23 42 190 Resplendent Base Stats 45 42 32 23 39 173
Resplendent +HP 47 41 32 23 38 173 Resplendent +Atk 44 4 44 4 4 32 23 38 173 Resplendent +Spd 44 41 36 23 38 174 Resplendent +Def 44 41 32 26 38 173 Res4441 32 23 41 173 Vaata mitte-resplendent +10 Stats HP Atk Spd Def Res Kokku Neutraalne+Oskused 43 54 30 21 40 188 Neutraalne 43 40 30 21 37 171 +HP 45 39 30 21
36 171 +Atk 42 42 30 21 36 171 +Spd 42 39 34 21 36 172 +Def 42 39 30 2 4 36 171 +Res 42 39 30 21 39 171 HP Atk Spd Def Res Kokku Resplendent5★ Lv 40 +Oskused 40 51 28 19 37 175 Resplendent5★ Lv 40 40 37 28 19 34 158 HP Atk Spd Def Res Kokku Resplendent5★ Lv.1 18 25 9 6 10 68 Stat Superboon/Superbane IV
Recommendation HP (16) ★★☆☆☆ Atk (23) ★★★★★ <8> Spd (7) ★★★★☆ Def (4) ★★☆☆☆ Res (8) ★★★★★ See IV Checker for all units features fruits–How to make IVs the best IVs Julia is +Atk and -Def. +Atk IV helps him maximize the 1.5x multipler against the dragons set by Naga. If you put some investment in him in thi IV,
he will deal with a huge one-punch loss to the dragons and it may be enough to take some weaker dragons out! Take advantage of his high damage versus dragons enemy phase of Quick Riposte 3! Check out our builds section to find out more. When Julia is 10, we recommend +Atk IV. It's for the same reasons as above. Julia is mainly
an offensive control of dragon units, but because her Spd is very unreliable, it's best to maximize your Atk stat instead. If you prefer a larger substance, go to + Res IV instead. Hero HP Atk Spd Def Res Total Julia 38 35 26 17 32 148 Deirdre 36 33 28 16 35 148 Source Heroes of All Skills Naga Can Thrive Divine Naga through Weapon
Refinery. Exclusive Weapon Effect from Refining (Special Effect Type) Naga SP: 400 May: 14 Range: 2 HP: Effective against dragon enemies. When the enemy initiates the fight, gives Def / Res + 4 during the fight. In the fight against the dragon enemy, disables enemy skills that calculate damage using lower enemy Def or Res and the
unit can counterattack regardless of the enemy ra:500:200 We recommend Naga's the evolution of the divine Naga. Julia has to watch dragon units, but many dragon units have adaptive damage that can take advantage of Julia's low Def stat. This upgrade completely neutralizes this weakness and gives it a distant counter effect too! The
distant counter extends Julia's reign against dragons beyond the player stage. You can see how this innovation improves Julia's overall viability and usefulness. Take it as soon as possible if it's one of your main units. Weapon Refinery Tier List About Weapon Refinery Julia is a strict magic attacker (range = 2). Therefore, if not for the
accounting of Weapon Triangle, the amount of damage he handles is equivalent to his Atk minus the enemy Res stat. Julia tome, Naga is strong against dragon units. It gives Julia a 1.5x damage multiple against these entities. With some investment, it can easily take out colorless, blue and green dragons in one shot. His weapon
upgrades and base stats synergize well his role in a strong match-up against dragon units. Naga has access to a special effect. On top of the +4 Def/ Res boost in the enemy phase, it gets immunity to adaptive damage and gets built-in Remote Counter effects. This makes him a nightmare for all magic units, not just dragonstone units, in
the enemy phase. This will be discussed in more detail about the refining of our weapon. Julia's base at Atk and Res sit 49 and 35 respectively. That makes him a great game-up for dragon units when he can both deal with the huge damage to them and take the beating from them. He gets tank workers and tome enemies as well. Play
Julia with her strengths in her physical defenses being quite bad for Julia's base, Def and Spd sit at 17 and 26 respectively. It makes physical aftershocks of Julia deadly. Pay close attention to his positioning against physical items that can easily take him out! Be careful of dragon units that have adaptive damage. The best defense against
these units is that your team or Julia will take them down first. That way, they wouldn't have a chance to take advantage of Julia's low def. It's a crippling weakness so get your special effect to refine ASAP to neutralize this mistake! Where do you unlock the potential of this hero? Can not unlock the potential of Julia – Naga's Blood only
appears in 5 Star Hero. We'll include whether you should unlock the potential of Julia – Naga's Blood when the 4 Star version is released! Unlock The Potential Tier List Skill Name May Range Effect Learned Wind 4 2 No Effect 5★ Elwind 6 2 No Effect 5★ Rexcalibur 9 2 No Effect 5★ Naga 14 2 Effective Dragons. Grants Def/Res +2 If
this item is attacked. 5★ Hero does not have assist skills that you can learn. Skill Name Effect Learned From Dragon Gaze (Cooldown Count = 4) Increases Atk by 30%. 5★ Dragon Fang (Cooldown Count = 4) Increases atk by 50%. 5★ all the skills you can inherit julia is allso available 4★ units, so we recommend building and training
him because he is a powerful 5★ exclusive. Duplicates of this item can be used for merge instead. List Source Heroes Best Feed Items Breakdown Date 09/25/2020 - 2020-10-10 Resplendent Julia can be purchased feh pass. After the end of the marketing period, customers of the feh-passport can also buy them. Feh Pass benefits and
specifics increase the larger illustrator kanasebench Attire Nifl Julia is a hero who can pull any invite. Note: Currently featured as the hero of any Summon events. ▶Current Focus and What You Should Pull From Larger Expand Look Castle Quotes Book Naga... has always looked so familiar ... and mysterious. My mom and dad... and my
brother Julius... They were all as kind as you can imagine. As always, thank you for everything you do. Let me know if there's anything else I can do to help. Seliph, can't you do that? This is, my brother... is the kind of person who could lead the world towards peace. Just like you, clearly. My brother Julius, who was once very kind, became
a false devil... Then at the hands of this devil, my mother... And my father... Oh, that's more than anything! See Lv 40 Dialogue My brother Julius and I both inherited special power through our family tree. I... the ability to use the Naga Book. My brother... can take the terrible book of darkness and turn him into the devil of man. Both our
fates were made solely because of the pedigree. What if I could succumb to what took my brother—to become your greatest enemy against my will? This idea scares me. But I take my heart into one thing— how have you continued to exist for me. I believe that if that were to happen, one word from you would bring me back to my senses.
I'm asking you never to leave my side, so I... You can never leave yours. ▶ to return to the green hero page page
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